We show that a DNF formula that has a CNF representation that contains at least one \1=poly-heavy" clause with respect to a distribution D is weakly learnable under this distribution. So DNF that are not weakly learnable under the distribution D do not have any \1=poly-heavy" clauses in any of their CNF representations. We then show that -CDNF, a DNF f that has a CNF representation that contains poly(n) clauses that -approximates f according to a distribution D, is weakly + -PAClearnable with membership queries under the distribution D.
Introduction
One of the outstanding open problems in computational learning theory is whether the class of polynomial size DNF is PAC-learnable in polynomial time with membership queries under any distribution D. Weak PAC-learning is learning that achieves an error that is di erent from 1=2 (the guessing hypothesis) by 1=poly(n). Shapire S90] showed that weak PAC-learning a class under any distribution implies (strong) PAC-learning of the class under any distribution. Therefore, nding a weak PAC-learning algorithm for DNF This research was supported in part by NSERC of Canada. formulas under any distribution is as hard as nding a (strong) PAC-learning algorithm for DNF formulas under any distribution. Freund F90, F92] showed that weak PAC-learning a class under any distribution D 0 that is poly away from D, i.e., satis es D=poly(n) D 0 Dpoly(n) implies PAC-learning under the distribution D. Jackson J94] showed that DNF is weakly learnable under any distribution that is poly away from the uniform distribution and then using Freund's result gave a PAC-learning algorithm for DNF formulas under the uniform distribution that uses membership queries. Jackson showed that for every distribution that is poly away from the uniform distribution there is a boolean function g that can be found in polynomial time that agrees well with f. Then g can be used for the weak PAC-learning. The technique used by Jackson was the Fourier transform approach for learning.
In Bs93] we used a di erent approach, the monotone theory, to show that any DNF is exactly learnable from membership and equivalence queries in time polynomial in the DNF and CNF size of the the target function. This implies PAC-learnability of CDNF formulas (poly size DNF and CNF) and decision trees with membership queries under any distribution.
In this paper we investigate weakly learning DNF via the monotone theory. We show that if there is a clause C i in some CNF representation of the target f that is 1=poly-heavy under the distribution D, i.e., Pr D C i = 0] 1=poly(n), then there is a weak learning algorithm for f. This shows that DNF that are (computationally) hard to weakly PAClearn must not have a 1=poly-heavy clause in any of its CNF representations. We also show that the class of functions f that can be -approximated by a small size CNF is weakly + -PAC learnable in polynomial time. We then show that our algorithm can be changed to an algorithm that runs in parallel in polylogarithmic time with a polynomial number of processors. The time is polylogarithmic in the DNF size, the number of variables, 1= and 1= . The number of processors is polynomial in the DNF size, the number of variables, 1= and 1= . In particular, the class of decision trees is strongly PAC-learnable with membership queires under any distribution in parallel in polylogarithmic time with a polynomial number of processors.
Our algorithm uses the monotone theory Bs93]. The sequential version of the algorithm in Bs93] cannot be parallelized because many of the queries asked in the algorithm rely on the answer of the previous one. In this paper we develop a new version of the algorithm and show that it can be easily changed to a parallel algorithm. Our parallel algorithm also works for CDNF formulas and classes with known monotone basis (see Bs93] for other classes). We also show that there exists no e cient exact learning algorithm for decision trees.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we de ne the learning models used in this paper. In section 3 we give the monotone theory for the exact and the PAC-learning models. In section 4 we give an algorithm for learning the monotone extention of a boolean function and in section 5 we give our algorithm and show how to change it to an e cient parallel algorithm. In section 6 we give the weak learning algorithm and then in section 7 we give the negative result for the parallel learning decision trees in the exact learning model.
The Model
The models considered in this paper are Exact learning from membership and equivalence queries A88] and PAC-learning with membership queries under any distribution D V84].
Let C and H be classes of boolean functions. In the Exact learning of C from H the learner wants to identify the target function f 2 C using oracles for f. The learner knows C, H and the number of variables of the target f. The oracles are membership and equivalence. To use the membership oracle the learner sends the oracle an assignment a and the oracle sends back the value of f on a, i.e., f(a). To use the equivalence oracle the learner sends the oracle a hypothesis h 2 H and the equivalence oracle returns the answer \YES" if f h and returns \(NO,c)", where f(c) 6 = h(c), otherwise. For sequential learning the goal of the learner is to run in time polynomial in the number of variables, n, the size of of the target function f (size(f)), and output some h 2 H such that h f. For parallel exact learning the goal of the learner is to run in time polylogarithmic in n and size(f) and output some h 2 H such that h f.
For the PAC-learning, the learner receives examples of the target function f 2 C. The learner knows C, H, the number of variables of f and is given ; > 0. The examples received by the learner are pairs (x; f(x)) where x 2 f0;1g n is chosen according to the distribution D. The goal of the learner is to receive poly(1= ; 1= ; n; size(f)) examples and in poly(1= ; 1= ; n; size(f)) time, output a polynomial size circuit h 2 H such that with probability at least 1 ?
Pr D f(x) 6 = h(x)] :
In PAC-learning with membership queries the learner can also ask membership queries. In the parallel PAC-learning the goal is to use poly(1= ; 1= ; n; size(f)) learners to learn such a hypothesis h in time poly(log(1= ); log(1= ); log n; log size(f)) time.
It is known from A88] that Exact learning C from H implies that C is PAC-learnable with membership queries under any distribution.
The Monotone Theory
Here we will present the Monotone Theory developed in Bs93] and prove other results that we will use for the correctness of our parallel algorithm.
The Monotone Theory for Exact Learning
In this section we give the Monotone Theory that is used in Bs93] for exact learning decision trees. All the proofs of the lemmas can be found in Bs93].
For a vector x representing an assignment to fX 1 ; : : : ; X n g, x i] or x i is the i-th entry of x. For two vectors we write y x if`y i] = 1 implies x i] = 1' for all i. For an assignment a 2 f0;1g n we de ne x a y if and only if x + a y + a. Here x + a is the group addition in GF(2) n (bitwise XOR).
A boolean function f is called a-monotone if f(x + a) is monotone. The (minimal) a-monotone boolean function M a (f) of f is de ned as follows:
( 1 (9y a x) f(y) = 1 0 otherwise:
We write M for M 0 . The following are properties of M a . Lemma 1 . We have De nition 1 . Let C be a class of boolean functions. We de ne the monotone dimension d = Mdim(C) of C to be the minimal number of assignments a 1 ; : : :; a d such that for any f 2 C we have
A set of assignments fa 1 ; : : :; a d g that satis es the above equivalence for all f 2 C is called an M-basis of C (d need not be minimal).
The following lemma shows a simple way to nd the M-basis and Mdim of a class.
Lemma 3 . Let Lemma 5 . We have
The Monotone Theory for the PAC-model
In this subsection we will develop the monotone theory for the PAC-learning model. Proof. Suppose
Consider the events
We will show and the result follows. To prove (1), suppose for every j r we have C j (a i(j) ) = 0. Then by lemma 1 Notice that if only the rst condition is required we could just give h = 1. The next Theorem shows that after taking enough examples according to the distribution D any small size hypothesis that is consistent on only the positive examples will satisfy condition 1. Later in this section we will show how to make sure that our hypothesis also satis es condition 2.
Lemma 9. Let f be a boolean function. Suppose there is an algorithm A such that for every assignment a 1 ; : : : ; a t 2 f0;1g n that satis es f(a 1 ) = = f(a t ) = 1 it nds a function h = A(a 1 ; : : :; a t ) in some set of functions H where h(a 1 ) = = h(a t ) = 1 :2 A better result can be obtained using the V Cdim but for our algorithm the V Cdim will give the same bound.
We now show how to learn a hypothesis h that satis es both conditions: and then return the hypothesis h 0 = h(x + a). Therefore, it is enough to give an algorithm that learns an h 2 M D; (f). First we will ignore all the negative examples. Let B = fa i jf(a i ) = 1g. Suppose f is a DNF of size t. As long as jBj > 2t we build the following graph. The graph is G f (B). The nodes of the graph are the assignments in B and the edges satisfy (a; b) 2 E if and only if f(a^b) = 1. Notice that this is the stage where we use the membership oracle to nd f(a^b) and build the graph. We nd a maximum matching M E in the graph G f (B) and take each edge (a; b) 2 M and collapse the two nodes a and b to a new node a^b. examples returns a hypothesis h that with probability at least 1 ? is in M D; a (f).
The Sequential and Parallel Algorithm
We are now ready to introduce the sequential and parallel algorithm. We will combine theorems 8 and 13 to obtain the algorithm in gure 1. examples and poly(n; size DNF (f); s; 1= ; 1= ) time and outputs a depth two hypothesis h that with probability at least 1 ? satis es Pr D f = h] 1 ? ? : Proof. This theorem follows immediately from theorems 8 and 13.2 Next we will show that this algorithm can be changed to an e cient parallel learning algorithm. We will show that each step in the algorithm can be executed e ciently in parallel. In the algorithm we use m = (2s=m)(ln s + ln(2= )) processors to execute step 1. Each processor takes one example and stays active if and only if its example is negative. If no process stays active then the algorithm returns 1. Now the algorithm proceeds in step 4 by taking r examples (see the algorithm) and constructs the set B. This can be done in NC 1 . Now each active processor that corresponds to b 2 A will run r processors and de ne B b . The processors corresponding to b will build the graph G f (B) and nd a maximal matching. In MVV87] it is shown that maximal matching in graphs can be done in RNC 2 . We also showed in section 4 that the number of matching we need is log s and therefore step 7 can be done e ciently in parallel. In steps 7.3, 7.4 and 8 each processor can build the hypothesis in parallel and output h.
In particular we have the following. In this section we show that decision trees cannot be exactly learned in parallel in polylogarithmic time. We will use the following result that is proven in BC92] .
Let e(m) be the number of equivalence queries needed to learn the class of polynomial size decision trees with unlimited computational time when m membership queries are allowed to be asked in the algorithm. Let ME(p) be the number of parallel steps needed to learn polynomial size decision trees with unlimited computational time and p processors. Since e(poly(n)) poly(n) (use, for example, the halving algorithm) we get the next theorem.
Theorem 19. We have ME(poly(n)) n log n ! :
That is, the number of parallel steps to exactly learn polynomial size decision trees with polynomial number of processors is at least n= log(n).
Proof of Lemma 18. Let A be an algorithm that learns decision trees with m membership queries and e equivalence queries. We run the algorithm A with the following Notice that this function is 1 for an assignment a if and only if the pre x of the assignment a is of the form 1 ; : : : ; k ; 0; k+2 ; : : :; 2k+1 ; 0; : : :: : : ; r(k+1)+1 ; : : :; r(k+1)+k ; 1:
The size of the above decision tree is at most n. The adversary chooses k = dlog me + 1 and s + 1 = bn=(k + 1)c.
The adversary will de ne sets S 0 ; : : : ; S s = f0;1g k where S i is a set of possible values for ( i(k+1)+1 ; : : : ; i(k+1)+k ). The adversary starts by answering 0 for every membership query a = (a 1 ; : : : ; a n ) that the algorithm asks and it removes (a 1 ; : : :; a k ) from S 0 . Notice that since the algorithm A asks at most m membership queries and since jS 0 j = 2 k > m the adversary will never run out of assignments in S 0 . The algorithm then asks an equivalence query EQ(h). If h 6 0 then the adversary returns any assignment that satis es h(a) = 1 and removes (a 1 ; : : :; a k ) from S 0 . This equivalence query will not contribute much to the knowledge of the learning algorithm. The only equivalence query that will help the learning algorithm is the one that forces the adversary to determine ( 1 ; : : :; k ). When the algorithm asks EQ(0) the adversary will return any assignment ( 1 ; : : :; k ; 1; 0; 0; : : : ; 0) for some ( 1 ; : : :; k ) 2 S 0 .
So far the learning algorithm knows only ( 1 ; : : :; k ) from one equivalence query and knows nothing about the other s. After r + 1 equivalence queries the learning algorithm knows ( 1 ; : : :; k ); ( k+2 ; : : : ; 2k+1 ); : : :; : : : ; ( r(k+1)+1 ; : : :; r(k+1)+k ): The adversary will proceed as follows. For every membership query a = (a 1 ; : : :; a n ) that the learning algorithm asks, if the pre x of the assignment is not
(1) = 1 ; : : : ; k ; 0; k+2 ; : : : ; 2k+1 ; 0; : : :; : : : ; r(k+1)+1 ; : : :; r(k+1)+k ; 0 then the answer to the membership query can be uniquely determined by the hypothesis learnt already by the learning algorithm and the learning algorithm can gain no information about the target. If the pre x of the assignment of a agrees with the above then the adversary returns 0 and removes (a (r+1)(k+1)+1 ; : : :; a (r+1)(k+1)+k ) from S r+1 . As before m membership queries cannot nd ( (r+1)(k+1)+1 ; : : : ; (r+1)(k+1)+k ). Therefore the learning algorithm must ask an equivalence query. Let h be the hypothesis of the equivalence query. If h(a) = 1 for some a with the pre x (1) then the adversary returns a as a couterexample and removes (a (r+1)(k+1)+1 ; : : :; a (r+1)(k+1)+k ) from S r . Otherwise, the adversary is forced to reveal ( (r+1)(k+1)+1 ; : : : ; (r+1)(k+1)+k ). It chooses some ( (r+1)(k+1)+1 ; : : : ; (r+1)(k+1)+k ) 2 S r+1 and returns the counterexample ( 1 ; : : :; k ; 0; k+2 ; : : :; 2k+1 ; 0; : : : ; : : :; (r+1)(k+1)+1 ; : : :; (r+1)(k+1)+k ; 1; 0; 0; : : : ; 0):
It is now clear that the number of equivalence query that the learning algorithm needs to ask is s + 1 n dlog me + 3 = n log m ! :2
